
Conjectural Questions and the Wonder Effect 
 
Phenomenon 
 Although the use of evidentials in assertions generally invokes evidence had by the 
speaker, evidentiality in questions performs various functions (Aikhenvald 2004): usually to 
make presumptions about addressee evidence, but also to confirm speaker evidence, to pass 
along the questions of others, to make polite requests, and more.  
 I will show that across languages, the addition of particular evidentials (often the 
“conjectural” or “assumed” but in some cases others) to questions results in an utterance that is 
regularly translated as a statement to the effect of “I wonder…” or “I don’t know…” 
 

       Nɬeʔkepmxcín (Thompson River Salish) 
 (1)  kéʔ=ws=nke              k=s-y’e-mín=s            e=Meagan    e=tí  
    whether=SBJN=CONJ.EVID  IRL=NOM-good-REL=3POSS DET=Meagan    DET=tea  
    ‘I wonder whether Meagan likes the tea.’  
 

 I will argue that these utterances are indeed questions, but questions to which the speaker 
does not expect answers.  This effect, I argue, is due to general cooperative principles (Grice 
1989) regarding questioning and expression of information source, not principles specific to 
evidentials or restricted to languages with grammaticalized evidentiality. 
 
Account 
 It has been widely observed that the use of an evidential implicates the lack of stronger 
sources of evidence (cf. Faller 2002, Aikhenvald 2004 for many examples), and although some 
accounts (such as Faller 2002) suggest a Gricean maxim that only applies when a language has 
evidentials, plentiful evidence from English suggest that the same scales occur and the same 
implicatures can be drawn, no matter how the evidence source is invoked: 
 

(2a) “I heard that Smitty murdered the shopkeeper” ↣ The speaker did not witness this. 
(2b) “Mary reportedly died.” ↣ I was not present at the death. 
(2c)“That’s George shouting over there; I recognize his voice” ↣ The speaker can’t see 
who it is. 

 

This phenomenon is inherently scalar (Horn 1972, 1989); the same implicatures do not work in 
the other direction (3a-c) and pass standard tests for scales (4a-b): 
 

(3a) “I witnessed Smitty murdering the shopkeeper” ↛ The speaker hasn’t heard about it 
anywhere. 
(3b) “I was present when Mary died” ↛ There haven’t been reports of her death. 
(3b) “That’s George shouting over there; I can see him” ↛ The speaker can’t identify his 
voice.  
(4a) “I didn’t even hear about it, much less witness it.” 
(4b) ??“I didn’t even witness it, much less hear about it.” 

 

These scales regulate the invocation of information source in general, regardless of a language’s 
particular morphosyntactic representation of such invocations, and the maxim that motivates 
these implicatures (along the lines of “Don’t give weaker evidence when you have stronger”) is a 
general cooperative principle rather than one that only comes into play when a language encodes 
evidence in a certain way. 
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 Secondly, it is also widely observed that evidentials in questions usually refer to the 
information source of the addressee, rather than that of the speaker (Aikhenvald 2004; Faller 
2002, 2006; Speas and Tenny 2003); this “interrogative flip” is shared with other subjective 
predicates like “seem” or “appear”: 
 

 (5a) “His behavior seems weird [to me].” 
 (5b) “Does his behavior seem weird [to you]?” 
 

Together, I predict that the evidential scalar implicatures and the interrogative flip interact such 
that the use of evidentials in questions should create implicatures about what sources of evidence 
the addressee is presumed not to have, and offer evidence from multiple sources that this is the 
case. 
 
       Nɬeʔkepmxcín (Thompson River Salish) 
 (6)  kéʔ=ekʷu   k=s-y’e=s 
  whether=REPORT.EVID IRL=NOM-good=3POSS 
  “Is she nice [according to what you’ve heard]?” 
   ↣ The addressee is presumed not to have met her. 
 

 The use of the conjectural evidential in (1), then, sets up the implicature that the 
addressee does not have any better evidence than conjecture.  These questions do not expect 
answers, then, because the speaker has implicated that s/he presumes the addressee not to know – 
they are not interpreted as “true questions” because they presume that an equal knowledge state 
between speaker and addressee already obtains.  
 
Conclusions 
 Instead, they function to raise an issue without necessarily expecting an answer.  They 
are translated as “I wonder…” because this is, in English, the way one asks questions to which 
one doesn’t expect answers.   
 These “conjectural questions”, then, serve a vital role in expressing a common speech act, 
especially in languages that lack a lexical root for WONDER, with implications for further research 
on speech acts and their expression cross-linguistically.  Furthermore, the account seeks to 
ground some aspects of evidential marking in terms of universal communicative principles, 
separating some aspects of their meaning and use from their specific morphosyntactic and 
semantic implementation in a given language, a subject of much recent debate. 
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